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1. In t roduct ion .  The growth-type of a positive real function f(t) defined for all pos- 
itive t is the equivalence class of f(t) under the relation of mutual dominance, where 
f l ( t )  is dominated by f(t) if there exist constants a > 0, /3 > 0 and 7 such that 
f(t) ) afl(/3t + 7), and the growth-type of a riemannian complete manifold (Yn,g) is 
defined to be the growth-type of the function Vp(r) = volg B(p, r), where B(p, r) is the 
set of points at distance <~ r from a fixed point p in V '~ (i.e., B(p, r) is a closed geodesic 
ball). The growth-type does not depend on p and is invariant under quasi-isometry. 
This feature is well known (see, for example, [3] to [8]). 
In this work we give the definition of the (n - 1)-dimensionM systolic growth-type 
(see Sect. 2), we consider an open manifold V ~ = W '~-1 x S 1 (n )  3), endowed with 
a complete product metric gl • g2, and we show how to change this given metric to a 
complete metric g with the property that the volumes of geodesic balls do not change 
much, but that this g has an arbitrarily high (n - 1)-dimensional systolic growth-type. 
2. Systol ic  g rowth- type .  Let (V n = W ~-1 × Sl,gl ~ g2) be a complete riemannian 
manifold (n )  3) and let BY((xo, Yo),r) be a closed geodesic ball with the center 
(x0, y0) and radius r. 
Def in i t ion 1. By (n -  1)-dimensional systolic growth-type we mean the growth-type 
of the function 
s(r) = infvoln_l(l/dO BY((xo,yo),r)), for 1/¢ e {[1~] ¢= 0}, 
where {[1~] ¢= 0} is the class of (n -  1)-dimensional non-compact and non-homologous 
to zero submanifolds if" C V '~, which are closed, as subsets of V '~. 
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By "non-homologous to zero" we mean the submanifolds lfd for which the projection 
1~ ---, W n-1 (which is a proper map) has the degree mod 2 different from zero. 
In other words, for every circle w × S 1 C V n transverse to I/V (and the set of the 
points w E W n-1 which have this property of transversality is a dense open set in V '~) 
the cardinality #l id fq (w × S 1) is odd (see [10]). 
Among submanifolds non-homologous to zero there are, of course, the "standard" 
submanifolds W n-1 × {y}, with y E S 1. 
For the general theory of systoles ee Gromov [9] and Berger [1]. 
Now, we consider the open manifold W n-1 with its metric gl. In [5] it has been 
shown that on W n-1 there exists a complete metric g~ such that: 
1) g~ = gl, outside of a succession of little geodesic balls Bi(xi,ei) C Wn-1; 
2) for every i, volg, Bi > volg~ Bi; 
3) g~ has more or less the same geodesic balls as gl; 
4) the growth-type of gt is arbitrarily higher than the one of gl. 
At this point, we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. On (W n-1 x S 1, gl G g2) there exists another riemannian metric g of 
"warped product" type with the same growth-type as gl • g2, and with an arbitrarily 
high (n - 1)- dimensional systolic growth- type. 
Proof .  We construct a new metric g on V '~ = W n-1 × S 1 as follows. 
Let g~ be the above mentioned metric on W n-l ,  and let g2 be the given metric on 
S 1. We consider a Coo real positive function W n-1 ~-~ ]~+ which is equal to 1 outside 
of little balls B,. C W '~-1 and such that 0 < ~2 ~< 1 (this is because we want that the 
diameter of S 1 be bounded). 
On V n = W '~-1 × S 1 we introduce the warped product metric, which is also complete 
(see [2, p. 246]) 
g d_ef g~ @ qDg2. 
The exact definition of 
Let Bi0 be one of little 
volg,~g2 (Bio x 
because volg, Bio > volga 
Let V C U C Bio be 
(1) 
qD and then of g is the following. 
balls; then we have 
~1) > volglcg2(Bi ° × $1),  
Bio . 
two tubular neighborhoods of the boundary OBio such that 
vol a, U is very small with respect o volg 1 Bio ; it is always possible to find a C °O function 
Bi0 v0 [0, 1] such that ~0]y = 1, with ~0[B,o_ v much smaller than volg 1 Bio/volg, Bio, 
so that volg,~0g 2 (Bio × S 1) is lower than volglea2 (Bio × S1). 
The  space E of the C °O functions from Bio to [0, 1] which are equal to 1 on V is 
convex and therefore, by a continuity argument, there exists a function T in E such 
that 
volg,,~g2(Bi o × S 1) = volgaeg2(Bio x S1). 
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But, then, with the help of a continuous change of the function ~, it is possible to 
have the condition 
volg(Bi x S') = vola,eg2(Bi x S'), Vi. (2) 
It is possible to say that volumes of the small solid tori Bi x S 1 don't change. 
Therefore, by the condition (2), if D C W n-1 is a bounded domain such that its 
boundary does not touch the small balls Bi, i.e., 
I 
t hen 
vol.(D × s ' )  = vol.,e. (D × S') (3) 
(because, outside of the small halls Bi we have g~ = gl and ~ = 1). 
So, it is possible to take in (Wn-~,g ~) a succession of closed geodesic balls /~w 
centered at some point x0 E W n-1 , with radii R1, R2,.. .  , Rn , . . . ,  such that, for every n 
i 
Then, by the conditions (2) and (3), we have 
volg(Un W x S 1) = volgleg2(Un W x S 1) (4) 
i.e., the volumes of these solid tori, in the new metric g, grow like in the old metric 
gl (~ g2. 
Now, we need the following proposition: 
P ropos i t ion  1. The "warped product" metric g = g~ ® ~g2, has the following two 
properties: 
(1) gJw--~×{y} is independent of y E $1; 
(2) diam({x} × S1), Vx E W u-l ,  is bounded by ~ (that is <. ~f); 
it is such that, for every point (xo,yo) E W n-1 x S 1, we have 
BW (xo,r - ~) × S 1 C BV ( (xo,Yo),r) C BW (xo,r) x S 1, (5) 
where BW ( xo, r ) is a closed geodesic ball with the center xo and radius r, in the man- 
ifold W n-t with the metric g~. 
Proof .  If d is the distance on V n relative to the metric g, and d ~ is the one induced 
on W '~-1, we have, for all the points (xo, Yo) and (x l ,y l )  of V'~: 
d'(xo, xl) ~ d((xo, Yo),(xl,Yi)) ~ d'(xO, Xl) + ~; 
these inequalities imply the inclusions (5). 
Returning to our construction, we have: 
BW (xo, Rn - (~) × S 1 C J~V ((xo, Yo),Rn) C BW (xo, Rn) x $1; (6) 
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the conditions (4) and (6) imply that volumes of balls in the new metric g grow more 
or less like volumes of solid tori, and hence like volumes of balls, in the old metric 
gl @ g2. 
We conclude that g and gl • g2 have the same growth-type. 
We study,  now, the systolic growth-type.  
If 17¢ " is a "standard"  submanifold, we have 
BgVV, (xo,r  - ~) C 171/n BY((xo, Yo),r) C B a, (x0, r); 
then the volume of this intersection grows like the volume of the ball B~,(Xo, r), that 
is very rapidly. 
If l~n.s, is a non-homologous to zero submanifold which is nonstandard,  then the 
volume of the intersection l?d,~.s, n BY((xo, Yo), r) is greater or equal to the volume of 
the intersection of the same ball with a standard l?d. 
Actual ly,  the projection l?dn.,. ~ l?d is surjective; because the metric g is of warped 
product  type, this orthogonal projection decreases the volumes (we are in the presence 
of a r iemannian submersion). 
Conclusion: for every non-homologous to zero submanifold l?d, the volume of the 
intersection 17V N BY((xo,  Yo), r) is arbitrari ly great and the same thing is true for the 
lower upper bound on W. 
The (n -  1)-dimensional systolic growth-type is then arbitrari ly high. 
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